The dentate gyrus (DG) is hypothesized to be a pattern separator crucial for distinguishing similar memories. In this issue of Neuron, a new study by van Dijk and Fenton (2018) revealed that transient changes of firing patterns of DG ensembles, but not the remapping of session-averaged place fields, contributed to a place discrimination task.
It is crucial for animals to discriminate similar spatial contexts or experiences and to store them as mnemonic representations with minimal interference, thereby reducing subsequent recall errors. This process is thought to be aided by a neural computation called pattern separation, which transforms overlapping input representations into more independent output representations. Nearly half a century ago, David Marr proposed for the cerebellum a mechanism of pattern separation that was inspired by the enormous expansion of cell number from the pontine nuclei to the granule cell layer (Marr, 1969) . This ''expansion recoding'' created extremely sparse granule cell representations that had negligible overlap with each other. Subsequently, investigators of the hippocampus hypothesized that sparsely firing granule cells of the dentate gyrus (DG) could perform pattern separation similarly through orthogonalizing overlapping inputs from entorhinal cortex (McNaughton and Morris, 1987; Rolls and Kesner, 2006) . In support of this idea, lesion studies of the DG showed impaired performance in fine discrimination tasks, demonstrating the crucial role of DG in pattern discrimination (Rolls and Kesner, 2006) .
Hippocampal place cell remapping has often been suggested to be a neurophysiological readout of pattern separation. The hippocampal CA3 and CA1 regions typically represent two distinct environments with independent subsets of active cells; cells that happen by chance to express a place field in both environments are active in different locations in each environment. This type of remapping is termed global remapping. Another form of remapping, called rate remapping, is characterized by the same set of cells active at the same locations in two environments, but the firing rates of the cells change across environments (Leutgeb et al., 2005) . It is thought that the DG enables the putative attractor dynamics of the downstream CA3 region to express global remapping in similar environments by performing expansion recoding on its entorhinal inputs, which presumably have highly overlapping representations of the two similar environments (Knierim and Neunuebel, 2016) . This remapping is an attractive neural basis for memory discrimination and context-specific learning, allowing the CA3 network to provide nonoverlapping contextual frameworks within which each distinct memory can be embedded.
Consistent with this notion, recordings from DG have demonstrated that granule cells fire extremely sparsely and are selectively active in different environments. Furthermore, mossy cells of the dentate hilus region-the other major excitatory cell type in the DG-change their spatial firing locations in different environments (Danielson et al., 2017; GoodSmith et al., 2017; Senzai and Buzsá ki, 2017) . Both cell types showed remapping properties in line with different remapping mechanisms of pattern separation. However, no studies have investigated the activities or remapping properties of DG cells during behavioral tasks requiring discriminative learning.
In this issue of Neuron, van Dijk and Fenton (2018) recorded DG cells when mice performed a spatial memory discrimination task. Mice were familiarized to a constantly rotating circular disk, which produced a continuously changing conflict between the local frame of reference of the disk and the global frame of reference of the room. After familiarization, a 60 sector of the disk, defined relative to the room, was designated as a shock zone. After a number of trials in which the mice received foot shocks upon entry into the shock zone, they learned to avoid this zone by running away from it whenever the rotating disk moved them close to the shock zone. The addition of the shock zone did not evoke changes of place field location (global remapping) but instead induced a change of firing rate of place fields (rate remapping) compared to the pretraining session. Optogenetic silencing of the granule cells did not impair the behavioral performance, showing that although the DG discriminated the shock condition from the pretraining condition via rate remapping, this DG processing was not necessary to learn the task. However, when the shock zone was relocated 180 away to a new location in the room frame of reference, silencing the granule cells impaired the ability of the mice to discriminate the conflicting shock zone from the prior zone. Given this dependence, one might have expected that the DG would have formed a new map of the context after the shock zone relocation, in order for the mouse to discriminate the present and former zone locations. However, neither the spatial locations nor the firing rates of the place fields of DG cells changed after the shock zone relocation.
What accounts for the discrepancy between the behavioral results (which showed that the DG was required to solve the task) and the physiological results (which showed no apparent differences in the DG representations of the two shock conditions)? The authors investigated whether modulation of DG representations analyzed on a sub-second scale would show evidence for physiological discrimination of the two conditions, reasoning that this timescale was more relevant for behavioral choices than the standard, session-averaged place field representations studied in prior work. In previous studies by this group (Kelemen and Fenton, 2010) , rats learned to actively avoid two shock zones, one fixed to the room frame of reference and one fixed to the rotating arena frame of reference. By binning the neural population activity into 117 ms intervals and calculating the amount of positional information in the spike train relative to the room or arena in each bin, they found that hippocampal CA1 place cells alternately represented the room or arena frames of reference, switching reference frames throughout the session. Using the same methods, the present study showed that DG cell ensembles transiently switched reference frames from the irrelevant arena to the relevant room when the mouse approached the edge of the shock zones, demonstrating a precise spatial and temporal representation relevant to spatial discrimination and decision making.
The investigation of dynamic remapping in the temporal domain provides a novel perspective on understanding the neural mechanisms underlying DG pattern separation during a discrimination learning task. In their experiments, one might assume that the arena reference frame and the room reference frame were represented by separate entorhinal cortex (EC) inputs (perhaps the arena by the LEC and the room by the MEC; Knierim and Neunuebel, 2016) . These inputs to the DG may not have changed much when the mouse explored a given location in the two shock conditions, as the sensory cues did not change across conditions. When the shock zone was relocated, however, the only change in the inputs when the mouse was near the new shock zone may have been a valence signal indicating that this location was now the dangerous one. Rather than creating a new map of the entire environment, however, the remapping was local in both space and time, as the relatively small change in the inputs at that location (the valence signal) caused a large change in the DG (switching from an arena-based representation to a roombased representation) only when the mouse was located close to the shock zone. This transient pattern separation may be the signal that facilitated the proper recall of the place-shock association and allowed the animals to remember to avoid that location, while no longer avoiding the prior shock location.
From a computational viewpoint, investigating pattern separation requires knowledge of the inputs and outputs of a circuit so that one can determine whether two output patterns are less similar to each other than the corresponding input patterns. That is, even if two output patterns are highly orthogonal, if the inputs themselves were already orthogonal, then there is no evidence of pattern separation in that transformation (although pattern separation may have occurred upstream). Thus, an obvious question raised by this study (and mentioned by the authors) is what are the activities of the upstream (EC) and downstream (CA3) regions of DG under the same behavioral paradigms? If cells of the EC that project to DG do not differentially represent the two environments with conflicting shock zones, then the different firing patterns of DG cells reported in this study strongly support the pattern separation function of DG. Furthermore, while the DG is thought to perform pattern separation, CA3 is thought to perform the complementary process, pattern completion. Because DG output goes exclusively through CA3, it would be important to test whether CA3 cells also show the same temporal dynamics under these conditions, or whether the pattern completion/ generalization properties of CA3 may negate the pattern separation from DG. There is a gradient in the prevalence of pattern separation/pattern completion along the proximal-distal axis of CA3 (Knierim and Neunuebel, 2016) , which corresponds to gradients in the relative inputs from the upper and lower blades of the DG. It would thus be of great interest to also determine whether there are differences in the DG properties between the two blades.
Another question concerns the contributions of individual cell types within the DG circuit, including mature granule cells, adult-born granule cells, mossy cells, and local inhibitory neurons. The authors acknowledged that their techniques were unable to distinguish granule cells from mossy cells. Considering that most granule cells are silent while mossy cells are highly active during waking behavior, mossy cells are highly likely to be recorded in disproportionate numbers compared to granule cells (GoodSmith et al., 2017) . Thus, most of the DG place cells obtained in the present study might be mossy cells, which one study found remapped more than granule cells in different chambers located in the same location (Senzai and Buzsá ki 2017) . The existence of adult neurogenesis of granule cells is an intriguing feature of the DG circuitry, but the role of these neurons in memory discrimination is still relatively uncharted territory and deserves further investigation. It is important for future work to determine whether mossy cells and granule cells of different ages have different properties under this paradigm.
In summary, the findings of van Dijk and Fenton (2018) open up a new dimension for investigating the neural mechanisms of pattern separation and memory discrimination, which point to the lessappreciated sub-second timescale of neural firing patterns relevant to when and where discrimination was needed, rather than traditional session-averaged firing maps of place cells. Along with previous studies showing that DG cells represented different environments through remapping of place fields on the timescale of minutes, this new study demonstrated that the crucial role of the DG in memory discrimination could be manifested on much shorter timescales corresponding to individual choices or decisions within a sequence of actions.
